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Abstract

Recently, leveraging BERT pre-training to improve the phoneme encoder in text to speech (TTS) has drawn increasing attention. However, the works apply pre-training with character-based units to enhance the TTS phoneme encoder, which is inconsistent with the TTS fine-tuning that takes phonemes as input. Pre-training only with phonemes as input can alleviate the input mismatch but lack the ability to model rich representations and semantic information due to limited phoneme vocabulary. In this paper, we propose Mixed-Phoneme BERT, a novel variant of the BERT model that uses mixed phoneme and sup-phoneme representations to enhance the learning capability. Specifically, we merge the adjacent phonemes into sup-phonemes and combine the phoneme sequence and the merged sup-phoneme sequence as the model input, which can enhance the model capacity to learn rich contextual representations. Experiment results demonstrate that our proposed Mixed-Phoneme BERT significantly improves the TTS performance with 0.30 CMOS gain compared with the FastSpeech 2 baseline. The Mixed-Phoneme BERT achieves 3× inference speedup and similar voice quality to the previous TTS pre-trained model PrG BERT.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, neural text to speech (TTS) [1–6] has demonstrated significant successes in producing natural-sounding speech. Specifically, the non-autoregressive TTS systems [4] have received increasing attention due to their advanced ability in generating stable mel-spectrograms with fast speed. However, existing non-autoregressive TTS still remains some flaws, like the “one-to-many” mapping between text and speech. In [5,7,8], the information from the ground truth speech data, e.g., pitch, duration, is incorporated in model training to alleviate the “one-to-many” problem. It was noted that the generated speech still tends to carry flat prosody since the phoneme sequence does not contain adequate information for predicting natural prosody [9].

In order to handle this problem, some works have tried to enrich the phoneme sequence input with syntactic information and linguistic features [9,12]. However, this strategy has two main disadvantages: i) it needs several separated text pre-processing modules (e.g., POS tagger and syntax parser), possibly leading to error propagation from one module to the subsequent ones; ii) designing and labelling linguistic features are usually time-consuming tasks that require language expertise [13]. Recently, leveraging contextual representations learned from unlabeled text data to improve the TTS model has become a rising topic [9,14,17], which is also the focus of our paper.

The pre-trained language models (e.g., BERT [18]) have achieved state-of-the-art performance in solving natural language processing tasks. Recent works [9,16,17,19] have applied the BERT model as an auxiliary encoder for the TTS system. The auxiliary BERT encoder extracts additional text features for character-based units (e.g., character [20], subword [18,21]), which enables the TTS system to generate speech with better pronunciation and expressiveness. Those methods have to face the challenge that the pre-training with the character-based units is inconsistent with the TTS fine-tuning taking pure phoneme as the input. The inconsistency will bring several problems, 1) The alignment between phoneme and character information might be unstable (e.g., misalignment between phoneme and character sequence), making the TTS phoneme encoder fail to leverage the pre-trained text features. 2) The auxiliary BERT encoder with text input will also bring longer training/inference time and more computing resources. Besides, using phoneme and the auxiliary encoder simultaneously will result in larger model parameters. Some works [22,23] attempt to enhance the TTS phoneme encoder with character information directly rather than introducing an auxiliary BERT model. Since the model still needs character-based units as an extra input, inconsistency and corresponding drawbacks still exist.

So what if we pre-train the phoneme encoder with only the phoneme as the input? We note that the size of the phoneme dictionary is only around 200, and directly using such a small dictionary would not convey contextual semantic information effectively [24]. To enhance the representation capacity of model input and avoid the problem of inconsistency between pre-training and fine-tuning, we propose Mixed-Phoneme BERT, a novel variant of the BERT model to handle TTS tasks. The Mixed-Phoneme BERT model merges phoneme and sup-phoneme sequences into a new sequence. The sup-phoneme tokens are obtained by applying the learnt Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) [25] rules to words. Compared with the phoneme dictionary, which is usually too small, the dictionary size of sup-phoneme is much larger, producing representations with better semantics. The mixed-Phoneme BERT employs Masked Language Modelling objective for pre-training on large-scale unlabeled text corpora. In order to prevent the information leakage problem, a pre-processed data alignment and consistent masking strategy are introduced, which require our Mixed-Phoneme BERT model to predict the masked sup-phoneme tokens and all phoneme tokens corresponding to the masked sup-phoneme
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tokens simultaneously. The pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT serves as the phoneme encoder for TTS fine-tuning. Experiment results indicate that the Mixed-Phoneme BERT model can significantly improve the TTS performance over the baseline Fast-speech 2 model and alleviate the flat prosody problem. Ablation studies also validate the effectiveness of using the sup-phoneme information in the input representations.

2. Mixed-Phoneme BERT

2.1. Overview

The proposed Mixed-Phoneme BERT model is specifically designed for the TTS tasks, which is composed of two stages: pre-training and TTS fine-tuning, just as shown in Figure 1. We first pre-train Mixed-Phoneme BERT on large amounts of unlabeled text data, then employ paired speech-text for TTS fine-tuning. Specifically, the input representation to the Mixed-Phoneme BERT comprises two different types of tokens derived from text, namely phonemes and sup-phonemes. In pre-training, the sup-phoneme tokens and corresponding phoneme tokens are masked randomly to make predictions. At the TTS fine-tuning stage, the token sequences without any masking are used as input, and the pre-trained BERT model serves as the phoneme encoder of TTS. More details are given in the following sections.

2.2. Mixed Phoneme and Sup-Phoneme Representations

Most existing TTS systems use the phoneme sequence to represent the input text. Only phoneme inputs can only provide pronunciation while lacking the ability to capture contextual representations. Moreover, directly using words or other similar types as the TTS model inputs will lead to large size of token inventory, which is undesirable for model training, and the derived out-of-vocabulary problem may also hinder the system’s operation. Therefore, a mixed representation of phoneme and sup-phoneme sequences is proposed for pre-training of the Mixed-Phoneme BERT. A sup-phoneme refers to a group of neighboring phonemes and does not necessarily correspond to a lexical word. Inspired by the success of byte-pair encoding (BPE) in handling the out-of-vocabulary problem [25], we apply BPE to encode each word into one or more sup-phoneme token(s) and thus obtain the final sup-phoneme.

Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) is first introduced for word segmentation in [25]. In general, each word is represented as a sequence of characters. While in this paper, each word can be seen as a sequence of phonemes, and phoneme is the basic unit for BPE learning. The BPE algorithm consists of learning and encoding stages. During BPE learning, each word in the training corpus is converted to a sequence of phonemes. A base vocabulary that consists of BPE merge rules is learnt iteratively. This learning process repeats until the base vocabulary reaches the pre-defined size. The learned BPE rules can be applied to encode a word into the sup-phoneme token(s) at the encoding process. The encoding process is greedy (utilizing large sup-phoneme tokens as much as possible) and deterministic.

Due to our design, the sup-phoneme has a larger dictionary size than the phoneme, thus supporting higher representation capacity in representing word semantics. In addition, we can easily align each sup-phoneme token to its corresponding phoneme tokens, which is beneficial for us to mix phoneme and sup-phoneme representations. More in detail, when given the text input, considering the sup-phoneme sequence are usually shorter than the phoneme sequence, we up-sample each sup-phoneme token based on the number of its corresponding phoneme tokens. The overall mixed phoneme and sup-phoneme representations for each input sentence are formed by summing up the corresponding up-sampled sup-phoneme sequence, phoneme sequence and position embeddings. The phoneme sequence is used to enhance the pronunciation for the TTS task, while the sup-phoneme sequence can bring semantic and contextual information for the model.

2.3. Pre-training

The pre-training procedure for Mixed-Phoneme BERT is similar to that for the original BERT, which applies self-supervised learning on unlabeled text for training. During pre-training, a certain percentage of input tokens are randomly selected and replaced with the special token MASK, and then the masked tokens are predicted by the MLM objective.

As aforementioned, the phoneme and sup-phoneme sequences are used to represent the same text content. If random masking is applied to the two sequences independently, an information leakage problem may occur such that the model tends to infer the masked tokens in one sequence through the corresponding unmasked tokens in the other sequence. As a result, the model cannot effectively capture contextual information, and the learned representations will be useless. To avoid this problem, we apply a consistent masking strategy to mask sup-phoneme and phoneme sequence, which is if a sup-phoneme token is chosen to be masked, its corresponding phoneme tokens will also be masked. Following previous works [21], 15% of the sup-phoneme tokens (except special tokens) in each sequence are masked at random. If a sup-phoneme token is chosen to be masked, it is given: i) 80% chance of keeping the MASK symbol; ii) 10% chance to be replaced by a random sup-phoneme token; iii) 10% chance of remaining unchanged.

Additionally, two masking strategies are evaluated, i.e., with or without whole word masking [27]. When the whole word masking is used, if a masked sup-phoneme token belongs to a word, all sup-phoneme tokens that make up that word are masked together. This technique compels the model explicitly to recover the whole word, making the MLM pre-training task more challenging.

The MLM objective is used to predict the masked tokens with cross-entropy loss. The final hidden vectors of the encoder corresponding to the masked phoneme tokens are selected for the masked phoneme tokens classification. Then the hidden vectors of the masked phoneme tokens are aggregated to the sup-phoneme level by average pooling for the masked sup-phoneme tokens classification. The sup-phoneme and phoneme level cross-entropy losses are added together as the final objective.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Datasets

3.1.1. Pre-training Data

Pre-training data is used to train the Mixed-Phoneme BERT and learn BPE base vocabulary. The pre-training data is composed of WMT news and Wikipedia corpora, including 83 million sentences from the WMT news and Wikipedia corpora. The dataset is divided into 81M sentences for training, 1M for validation, and 1M for testing.
3.1.2. TTS Fine-tuning Data

We choose the LJSpeech corpus as the benchmark to evaluate the pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT model during the TTS fine-tuning stage. The LJSpeech contains approximately 24 hours of audio of English speech and corresponding text transcriptions from one female speaker.

3.2. Model Configurations

3.2.1. Pre-training Configurations

The Mixed-Phoneme BERT is made up of 8 feed-forward Transformer (FFT) blocks [4] with a hidden size of 512 and 8 self-attention heads. Training of Mixed-Phoneme BERT was done on 24 Tesla V100-16GB GPUs, following the implementation and configuration suggested in [21]. The model was trained with a batch size of 3072 sequences and a maximum length of 512 tokens for 220,000 steps, approximately 40 epochs. The BPE base dictionary was built using pre-training text data. Two different sizes of the BPE base dictionary, 3,000 and 30,000, were attempted in this study.

3.2.2. TTS Finetuning Configurations

After pre-training, the downstream TTS system based on the FastSpeech 2 [5] is fine-tuned on the text and mel-spectrogram pairs. FastSpeech 2 is an end-to-end non-autoregressive TTS approach, which consists of three components: a phoneme encoder network that encodes phoneme sequence as the text representation, a variance predictor that predicts the prosodic variance information, and a decoder that produces predicted mel-spectrograms. We replace the phoneme encoder in FastSpeech 2 with the Mixed-Phoneme BERT, and its parameters are initialized from the pre-trained model. The other components of FastSpeech 2 follow the original structure, and the parameters are initialized randomly.

The TTS front-end normalizes the sentences and converts them into phoneme sequences. The Parallel WaveGAN (PWG) [28] is used to generate speech waveform from the predicted mel-spectrograms.

3.2.3. Subjective Evaluation Configurations

All the subjective tests are evaluated via our internal crowdsourced listening test platform. Total 60 text sentences were selected for the subjective test, with at least 15 native judges for the five-score MOS test and 12 judges for Comparison MOS (CMOS) [29] for each test case. The CMOS gap over 0.05 suggests a significant gain. We also provide some demos of synthesized audios for reference.

4. Results and Analyses

4.1. TTS Performance Evaluation

In Table 1, different TTS systems are compared to show the performance of pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT. We compare the MOS and CMOS scores of audio samples generated by the following systems: i) GT: ground-truth original speech; ii) GT (Mel+PWG): copy synthesis by Parallel WaveGAN vocoder with ground-truth mel-spectrograms; iii) FS2: FastSpeech 2 with the default settings in [5]; iv) FS2 w/o pre-trained MP BERT: FastSpeech 2 with Mixed-Phoneme BERT as the phoneme encoder, which is not pre-trained; v) FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT: FastSpeech 2 with pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT as the phoneme encoder. The Mixed-Phoneme BERT is pre-trained with the whole word masking strategy. The base dictionary size for the BPE merge rules learning is 30,000.

Table 1: TTS Performance Evaluation. The MOS with 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MOS (vs. FS2)</th>
<th>CMOS (vs. FS2)</th>
<th>CMOS (vs. FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>4.17 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT (Mel+PWG)</td>
<td>4.02 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS2 w/o pre-trained MP BERT</td>
<td>3.75 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT</td>
<td>3.90 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT</td>
<td>4.04 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that using pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT as the phoneme encoder (FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT) can significantly improve the voice quality for Fastspeech 2 compared with the systems FS2 w/o pre-trained MP BERT and FS2. From the comments from the raters, we find the improvement on FS2 w/ pre-trained MP BERT mainly results from the more expressive and appropriate prosody for the generated speech. It is also shown that system FS2 w/o pre-trained MP BERT [30]
demonstrates better TTS performance than the FS2 system. The improvement is believed to result from the extra sup-phoneme information in the system inputs.

### 4.1.1. Compared with the PnG BERT

We evaluate the voice quality and inference latency of Mixed-Phoneme BERT compared with the recent TTS pre-trained model, PnG BERT [3], which has a similar number of model parameters and training steps to Mixed-Phoneme BERT. We show the CMOS results and inference speedup for mel-spectrogram generation in Table 2. Compared with PnG BERT, our model speeds up mel-spectrogram inference generation by 3×. The CMOS gain of the proposed model over PnG BERT is 0.03, showing that our proposed model performs on par or slightly better with PnG BERT. We also found that the training time of PnG BERT is about three times longer than the Mixed-Phoneme BERT.

Table 2: RTF denotes the real-time factor, which is the time (in seconds) required for the system to synthesize a one-second waveform. The training and inference latency test is conducted on a server with 1 NVIDIA V100 GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Inference Speed (RTF)</th>
<th>Inference Speedup</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PnG BERT</td>
<td>3.99 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP BERT</td>
<td>1.32 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>3×</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Ablation Studies

#### 4.2.1. The Effectiveness of Mixed Phoneme and Sup-Phoneme Representations

The effectiveness of using mixed representations in Mixed-Phoneme BERT is evaluated with the masked tokens prediction on the test set and TTS performance, shown in Table 3. The pre-trained models are applied to predict the masked input tokens, and the masking ratio for input tokens is 15%, which is the same as the training time. Two pre-trained models are involved for evaluation: i) Phoneme BERT: The Phoneme BERT only uses phoneme representations as model input; ii) MP BERT: Mixed-Phoneme BERT using proposed mixed representations as model input.

Table 3: Evaluations for the Mixed-Phoneme BERT and Phoneme BERT. Masked tokens prediction accuracy (MLMAcc), measured at phoneme and sup-phoneme level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MLMAcc(phoneme)</th>
<th>MLMAcc(sup-phoneme)</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phoneme BERT</td>
<td>45.40%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP BERT</td>
<td>70.55%</td>
<td>70.43%</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is shown that proposed mixed representations can help the pre-trained model significantly improve the masked tokens prediction accuracy. The subjective evaluation results show that using pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT with mixed representations as input is more effective for the TTS fine-tuning than using Phoneme BERT only with phoneme representations. The objective and subjective improvements should result from that the sup-phoneme enhance the representation capacity of the Mixed-Phoneme BERT.

#### 4.2.2. The Effectiveness of Fine-Tuning Strategy

In this section, three pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT with different fine-tuning strategies are also investigated: i) MP BERT: 15% of input tokens are masked for the MLM prediction evaluation. The mixed phoneme and sup-phoneme representations are used for TTS fine-tuning; ii) MP BERT w/o sup-phoneme: For MLM prediction evaluation, the masking ratio for phoneme tokens is 15%, while all sup-phoneme tokens are masked. Then, the masked phoneme tokens and corresponding sup-phoneme tokens are predicted from the remaining unmasked phoneme tokens in input. During the TTS fine-tuning stage, only the phoneme representations are used; iii) MP BERT w/o phoneme: For MLM prediction evaluation, the masking ratio for the sup-phoneme tokens is 15%, while the entire phoneme sequence is masked. Furthermore, we only use sup-phoneme representations as inputs at TTS fine-tuning stage.

Table 4: Evaluations for the Mixed-Phoneme BERT with three different fine-tuning strategies. Masked tokens prediction accuracy (MLMAcc), measured at phoneme and sup-phoneme level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MLMAcc(phoneme)</th>
<th>MLMAcc(sup-phoneme)</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/ WWM</td>
<td>70.43%</td>
<td>70.43%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o WWM</td>
<td>74.69%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for MLM prediction evaluation and TTS performance are shown in Table 4. It shows that both masked token prediction accuracy and TTS performance drop when the phoneme or sup-phoneme representations are not used. Specifically, we find the performance degradation is severer when the Mixed-Phoneme BERT only uses phoneme rather than sup-phoneme representations, suggesting the effectiveness of sup-phoneme representations.

#### 4.2.3. Analysis on Masking Strategy

We also study the effect of the masking strategy on the performance of the Mixed-Phoneme BERT, as shown in Table 5. The subjective evaluation results show that the whole word masking strategy increases TTS performance. The work [23] also shows a similar discovery. We consider that when the representation capacity of the model input is not changed, increasing the difficulty of the MLM prediction task to some extent might improve the performance of the downstream TTS task.

Table 5: Evaluations for the Mixed-Phoneme BERT with different input masking strategies. Masked tokens prediction accuracy (MLMAcc), measured at phoneme and sup-phoneme level. WWM means whole word masking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>MLMAcc(phoneme)</th>
<th>MLMAcc(sup-phoneme)</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/ WWM</td>
<td>70.43%</td>
<td>70.43%</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o WWM</td>
<td>74.69%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed Mixed-Phoneme BERT, a novel variant of the BERT model to handle TTS tasks. Specifically, we introduce mixed phoneme and sup-phoneme representations as to the input of the Mixed-Phoneme BERT. The mixed representations can enhance the representation capacity of the model while avoiding the inconsistency between pre-training and fine-tuning. The subjective evaluations show that the pre-trained Mixed-Phoneme BERT can improve the performance of FastSpeech 2 significantly and enjoy fast inference speed.
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